INTRODUCTION
Let up: X + Y be a morphism with kernel K : K + X in an additive category V with an involution *. If + is invertible, then K = 0, ++* is invertible, and 9-l = +* (++*)-'. On the other hand, if ++* is invertible, then K =0, C#I has a Moore-Penrose inverse Cp', and I#I' =$* (+#I*)-'. We extend these two facts by showing that + has a Moore-Penrose inverse (pf with respect to * if and only if ++* + K*K is invertible in V; in this case, 9' = +* (++* + K*K)-I.
Next, let 9 : X + X be a morphism in an additive category. Suppose that i is a nonnegative integer and that K : K + X is a kernel of # : X -+ X. Then $I is invertible if and only if +'+' is invertible; in this case, +-' = c+' (+i")-', K = 0, and 0: X -+ K is a cokemel of #. We extend these facts and show that + has a Drazin inverse +D and i > Drazin index of C#I if and only if C$ has a cokemel y : X + K and #+' + YK is invertible; in this case, +" = # ( $I + i + y~)-l.
In particular, + with kernel K : K + X has a group inverse $I# if and only if + has a cokemel y : X + K and +2 + YK is invertible; in this case, @= $ (d + yK)- '. We provide two applications of these theorems. First, we establish some results on bordered inverses. In particular, we show that a morphism + : X + Y with kernel K: K + X and a cokemel X: Y + L in an additive category Q? with involution * has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * if and only if is invertible in the category of matrices over V. This extends an observation of J. W. Blattner [3] . An analogous theorem for the Drazin inverse is also given. We conclude with some remarks about EP morphisms.
The reader is referred to [25] , [26], and [28] for the preliminaries and background of this paper. A' = (h*X) -lx* = A"( ##B*+ + XX") -l, and $I+= (+*c#a+hX*) +#a*.
MOORE-PENROSE INVERSES

Proof.
Suppose that c#x$* + K*K is invertible. Since KG = 0 and +*K* = 0, then and
Also, since +c$*+ = (++* + K*K)C#J, then
We now show that $*($$* + K*K)-~ satisfies the Moore-Penrose equations. Indeed, since ++* + K*K is symmetric with respect to *, so is (@* + K*K)-l, and, therefore, so also is
By this result and (2), it follows that Finally, by (1) and (2) Consequently, + has the Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to the involution *. Conversely, suppose that $I' exists with respect to *. Since (1, -+#I')+ = 0 and K is a kernel of +, then 1, -$+'= 5~ for some t: X -+ K. Since
Consequently, since K[ = 1, and [K = 1, -$X/J' is symmetric with respect to *, then 5 is the Moor&Penrose inverse of K with respect to *. That is, K + exists, K' = .$, KK' = I,, and +#J' + K 'K = l,y. Proof. By Theorem 1 above and Theorem 3 of [26, p. 1351, each statement is equivalent to the existence of (pt. w EXAMPLE 1.3. Let V consist of a single object X and two morphisms 1 and 0 with module 2 arithmetic. Clearly l'= 1 and O'= 0. Now, the morphism 1 has an (epic, manic) factorization (1, X, 1) but has no kernel nor cokemel in V. On the other hand, the morphism 0 has kernel 1 and cokemel 1 but no (epic, manic) factorization in W. A group inverse is a Drazin inverse of index at most 1. In this case, the Drazin inverse is denoted by +* and satisfies (See also [2, p. 1621, [7] , [8, p. 1201, [18, p. 2731, [28] , and [29, p. 
BORDERED INVERSES
In 1962 J. W. Blattner [3] proved that if A is an m-by-n complex matrix of rank r, if K is an (m -r)-by-n matrix whose rows form a basis of the left null space of A, and if L is an n-by-(n-r) matrix whose columns form a basis of the right null space of A, then the matrix is invertible with inverse (See also [lo] , [27, p. 4211, and [2, p. 2281 ; for some recent applications of this result, see [l] , [31] , and [9, p. 2271; and for some related studies see [ 111, [13], and [14] .)
In this section we extend the preceding fact, together with some related results, to morphisms in any additive category V with an involution *. Specifically, generalized invertibility in the sense of Moore-Penrose and Drazin is characterized in terms of ordinary invertibility in the category of finite matrices over %.
Given an additive category %', the category A, of finite matrices over V is defined as follows: the objects are finite lists (X,, . . . , X,) of objects of V, the morphisms are finite matrices In particular, et+ = 1, and (++')* = cp+'. That is, + is *-left invertible.
Conversely, suppose +': Y + X is such that +'$I = 1, with (++')* = $9'. Then $I' is the Moore-Penrose inverse of + and ($3*qa)(++c#l*+) = +*(qk#l')*$B'* = (c#a+$M#l+~)* = 1; = 1,.
That is $J*+ is invertible with inverse $I~$*'.
In this case, $I has the Moore-Penrose inverse $' = (+*$)-'$*. 
Proof.
By Theorem 1 and the previous Lemma, @' exists in '37 iff ++* + K*K is invertible in % iff ($, K*)(+, K*) @ is invertible in A0 iff (6 K*) is @-right invertible in A,. In this case, Consequently, by Theorem 1 and the previous Lemma, +' exists with respect to * iff ++* + K*K, h*h, (P*+ + XX*, KK* are invertible iff @D* and @*Q, are invertible iff Q, is invertible. In this case. Proof. This corollary is the case i = 1 of Theorem 3.3.
EP MORPHISMS
Let + : X + X be a morphism in an additive category with involution *. If
X is a kernel of +, we say that + is EP provided that K is also a kernel of $I*. (See, for example, [30, p. 1301, [2, p. 1631, [4, p. 311, [5, p. 741, [12, p. 2421, [15] , [16] , [17] , [20, p. 5841, [21] , [22] , [23, p. 6741 ; compare also [29] .)
FACT. Zf $a is EP, then K* : X + K is a cokernel of $.
Proof.
First, $K* = (KG*)* = 0* = 0. Second, if $7 = 0, then q*+* = 0, q* = .$K, and TJ = K*.$*. Finally, if asp = 0, then pan = 0 and, since K is manic, /_&* = 0, j.l = 0. 
Let + : X --+ X be EP. By the above Fact, K* : X -+ X is a cokemel of +. By Corollary 3, +# exists iff iff @= (cf,* z) isinvertible iff 9' exists. In this case, T' = W' and @= +'.
On the other hand, let 4 and cp' both exist and let (p*= +'. In particular, since c#? exists, then (p has a cokemel A : L + X and It follows that K is also a kernel of +*, and therefore that $J is EP. 
